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Combining several ancient and modern healing systems to help balance the body, mind and spirit for spring;

Through self-regulation of breath, movement, massage and meditation.
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1.  Do one thing at a time



2.  Do it slowly and deliberately



3.  Do it completely



4.  Do less



5.  Put space between things



6.  Develop rituals



7.  Designate time for certain things



8.  Devote time to sitting



9.  Smile and serve others



10. Make cleaning and cooking become      meditation



11. Think about what is necessary 



12. Live simply
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OUTLINE

Intention: To ignite the ‘Healer Within’ and connect with qualities of Spring; to help you feel grounded… help support the flowing qualities of spring… and awaken to the new beginnings all around us. 

· Our journey will include: connecting, centering, warming up, with some energy medicine, adding focus with Qigong and Yoga sequences… and a final relaxation and meditation.



OPENING: Community Recognition: 1 challenge with spring and 1 thing you love.

GAIA MUDRA  

4 DIRECTIONS: honoring the seasons:

· NORTH: (we have just come thru) time of introspections, dreaming, making plans…

· SPRING: (time of action) Flowing Energy, wind, rain, uprising (sap, bulbs)…

· SUMMER: (time of growing) Plans maturing, heat, expansion

· FALL: (time of harvest)

WARM UP FLOWING MOTIONS

· UP/DOWN, BACKBEND FORWARD BEND, SIDE-SIDE, TWISTING, SHAKING

Sitting on Chair

· REVERSE BREATHING:  In going down, exhale going up for balance. 

· H2O

· EYES: warm hands, cover, relax, 

· EXERCISES

· CALM at the CENTER: focus on thumbs, follow 1 back then the other 

· TAPPING to help circulation and flow

· FOOT MASSAGE

Standing

· GROUNDING: using small rubber ball

· CONNECTING HEAVEN and EARTH: rub hands, circle, stretch opposites

· W1 FLOW: bend and straighten front knee, lift and lower back heel.

· SOLA STICK – 6 DIRECTIONS (also called Tai Chi stick or Dong stick) 

· TAI CHI STICK #1: Dispel/absorb, and kicking (for strength and balance)

· LIVER WORK: 

· MASSAGE: 12 circles (women L palm on R, Men R palm on L)

· NOURISH: expanding circle

· ACTIVATE PUNCH: CALM AFTER – EXCESS QI TO DANTIEN

· BALANCE: LIVER FLOW from organ cleansing (with tree trunk imagery)

· GALLBLADDER: FLOW from organ cleansing

· PURIFYING:  (from Roger Jahnke’s 10 phases) 

· CALM at the CENTER: from 7 precious gestures 

· Xi, Xi, Hu: 

Laying: Vinyasa 1 from Baxter Bell.

SPINAL FLUSH with Miracle balls

FINAL RELAXATION and GUIDED MEDITATION






The Dao gives birth to the boundtess, eternal
One,


The Two emerges creativety from the One,
The Three arises dynamicatty from the Two,


The Three gives birth to atl beings and Things.


- Laozi, Dao De Jing# 42
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'lt is important to understand that w€ cannot improva Spirit - Spirit is already perfect We can
oniy reveal it... ln the Heaven or Spiril lewl of Qtgong you reveal what is already within you
buried among your own r:aw ingredients."


"The Earth level.activates the body potential that is already present, but that may have become
deficienl or blocked. The HeartMind lewl rereals the true nature by clearing the consciousness
and nervous systarn of conditioned trinking and emotional dishannony. ,n the Spirit levelthere
is nothing left to do but radiate your universal ard etemal essence.' (R. Jahnke, Tho Healing
Promlsa of Qi, W 161).
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Use the Three Intentfrrl Corrections thrcughout your day. This simple Qi cultivation practice takes only
moments and can be applied throughout your day-whether you are caugbt in a traffic jam, commuting
on a trairU standing in a grocery store line, or sitting in a business meeting or classroom. Be inventive
in the ways you remind yourself to do this practice. You could initiate the Three lntentful Corrections
whenever the phone rings. Or if you hear a church bell near your home, you can use it as a reminder.
Even a stopligbt while you are driving can be used to prompt you to take a moment and give your body,
mind and spirit a gentle nudge into Qrgong.


First lntentfu I Gorrection


Body, Posture, Movement


Second lnbntftrl Correction


Breath Focus


Third lntentfu I Gorrection


Mind lntent
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Spring brings uprising energy… sometimes it can get out of control and tempers flare. The key is to keep things moving so we don’t get bottlenecks of this strong energy.

LIVER INFORMATION

· The liver or liver qi is responsible for smooth movement of bodily substances and for the regularity of body activities. It moves the Qi and blood in all directions, sending them to every part of the body. It also rules the tendons, is manifested in the nails and opens into the eyes. It works closely with the Gallbladder which sits just above it.

· There are 3 function aspects to the liver and gallbladder.

· Flowing and spreading:  adjusting to make things smooth, influencing the circulation of qi and blood.  Poor functioning can lead to stagnation.

· The 2nd aspect is to control the bile secretion. Bile is necessary for the digestion of foods and fluids, and must maintain a balanced flow. 

· The 3rd aspect is that the liver harmonizes the emotions. 

PRACTICE:

· EYES: rub hands, cover eyes, and relax all the muscles around the eyes.

· Eye exercises: eye open or closed (hands still covering)

· Look up/down, side-side, diagonals, clockwise and counter 

· Blink: several times gently… remove hands

· Open focus: thumbs in front at eye level, gradually separate hands, expand peripheral vision… notice relaxed quality across forehead

· Calm at the Center: thumbs up arms extended in front at eye level

· Keep focus on tip of R thumb as you move it to the right and back… pause then return to center and repeat with L thumb

· Notice the calm between eyes and thumb and the background moving in reverse direction. Requires the same open focus.

· MASSAGE LIVER: CIRCLE 12X’S one way then switch

· Women: R palm down against the body with the center L palm on top

· Men: L palm down against the body with the center R palm on top

· STRETCHING THE SIDE BODY – CONNECT HEAVEN and EARTH

· Rub hands, to activate energy flow out arms… shake… then prayer

· (I) expand… (E) soften back a bit…

· Continue expanding the side body, the channels, sinuses, lung, liver

· Left side: L hand up, R down

· ACTIVATE: “PUNCHING” - Both hands in fists by side, palms face up

· Stretch R arm out turning palm down (to punch)… rotate palm up and bring back in… then punch with the L, several times getting the rotation and flow.

· Increase speed…  a stronger punch… a sound  like “Ha”

· Eventually as you punch with one hand bring the other back in.

· This stirs things up with control… as liver energy rises it can get a little out of control, this practice can help you find your ability to make choices… notice… when things get out of control.

· NOURISH: 

· Imagine a circle of white or green light, in front of the liver. Bring into the liver with the breath.

· LIVER FLOW: from the Organ Cleansing Series

· L hand above R over liver, flow down towards the earth, then shift wt. forward, hands moving out and up (as if up a tree trunk gathering wood energy), continue back in past eyes R descends 1st followed by left, repeat.

GALLBLADDER INFORMATION

· Eastern medicine believes that all organ of the body are not only responsible for their autonomic functions but emotions and emotional issues as well.

· In Chinese medicine the Gallbladder assists in the functioning of the nervous system and plays a large role in courage and initiative. (Remember the old saying ‘He’s got a lot of gall?”)

· It is works closely with the lymphatic system to clear out toxic by-products of the metabolism from the muscular system. Without it we would be filled up with all kinds of toxins.

· The definition of gall is: impudence, bitterness, and rancor. Makes you think.

· The organ is located above the liver, but the meridian (river of energy related to the gallbladder) runs up over the shoulders and back of the neck, around to the top of the head and forehead. It is for this reason that the common tension headache is attributed to blockages within the gall bladder. When these blockages are removed you can get more restful sleep, relief from tension headaches or dizziness.

PRACTICE

· GALLBADDER FLOW – from the Organ Cleansing Series

· Stand with feet hip width apart

· Bring both hands to the R side (it doesn’t matter which side you start on)

· Relax the Left arm as you begin to draw the Right arm up the left side of the body, sweep up to the top of the shoulder, over the head, then down the right side.

· switch hands, relax the Right and bring the Left arm up the right side over the head and down the left.

· Pay attention to sensations, be aware of the smoothing of the energy as the hand moves.

· This also improves the circulation of Wei Qi

· LOTUS BALANCE: this can bring balance to the entire system

· One palm face up, one down: 1 moves up, 1 down, coordinating with breath 

· Other suggestions:

· Drink a cup of warm lemon water every morning. Lemon helps to ease the many duties of the gallbladder. The juice from the lemon will increase urination, which will release toxins faster. It also encourages the gallbladder to produce bile, one of the key acids used in digestion. Lemons are also full of vitamin C which decrease stress and boosts immunity. And the body can absorb warm liquids much faster than cold, because less energy is spent trying to convert it to an absorbable temperature.

· Use Coconut oil: unrefined coconut oil is very easy on the gallbladder because it contains mostly short and medium chained fatty acids, which do not require pancreatic enzymes or bile salts to digest. You can use is as a substitute for cooking oil, or even a spoonful into tea of coffee.

· Eat more sulfur rich foods: like garlic, onions, and veggies like kale, broccoli and cauliflower. They will provide you with nutrients necessary in the digestive process.

· Avoid Greasy foods: these foods will clog the gallbladder, subjecting it to additional strain because they are high in fat.

· Give yourself time to heal emotionally: often those with gallbladder distress are likely to be feeling anger, frustration and resentment. Do something that will make you feel well; go for a hike, relax in the sun, rebuild your positive energy supply.
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Pronounced: she… she… who…

Meaning: in, in, out

This combination of breath and movement can be very healing. The mind is given the flow of breath to focus on (a two part inhale can help maintain that focus). Adding simple movement brings more flow and another level of complexity while maintaining a relaxed state. Healing happens when we are relaxed. Tension and stress can cause constrictions; limiting the flow of blood, oxygen, lymph, and energy and may shift you from the parasympathetic nervous system to sympathetic (fight or flight response). 

The two part inhale is also a great tool to help bring balance to the system. I’ve use this breath to bring in an extra sip of air and a good exhale during exercises like bike riding to help maintain a good level of oxygen to my muscles so I don’t get fatigue as easily. I’ve also a softer double inhale to help me achieve a longer exhale to release stress and tension.



Begin:

· Breathing:  a relaxed 2 part inhale (in… in…) and a single relaxed exhale (out…)

· Repeat out loud or in your head:  she… she… who…    or  in… in… out…     

· Repeat several times until it feels natural

· Add arm movement:

· Left to right - horizontal flowing of the hands across the dantien (belly)

· The palms face in the direction the hands are moving (both palms facing in the same direction). 

· Begin with the hands to left palms facing right, sweep both hands to the right, as you take the 2 part inhale… when you get as far as comfortable to the right turn the palms so they face to the left exhale and sweep the hands to the left… etc.

· You can think of the hand moving through something (perhaps Qi)

· You can also think of the outer hand scooping up Qi as it turns and then when it passes the dantien (and turns to switch the direction) it deposits the Qi there.

· Add the feet going side to side

· Start with hands left  (moving to right) and the right foot stepping to right with the 2 part inhale (in…in…) or (she… she)

· Then the left foot steps out with the exhale (out) or (who) as the arms return left

· Continue side to side a few rounds

· Add the walking: 

· Begin with the right foot stepping out and arms to the left… 2 part inhale (in… in) or (she…she) as you move the hands to the right take a step forward.

· Turn the palms to face left, as you begin your exhale (out) or (who) sweep the hands to the left and step the left foot forward. Start with 5 – 10 minutes. 
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Is made from the deep crimson flowers of the Hibiscus sabadariffa tree and is often referred to as Roselle. Cultures throughout history have enjoyed hibiscus tea, from the Pharaohs of ancient Egypt to many countries in Central America and the Caribbean. These flowers are rich in nutrients including flavonoids, minerals, and vitamin C. Medical studies have shown that Hibiscus tea is extremely effective at lowering high blood pressure and reducing high cholesterol levels.

· In one study, hibiscus tea was almost as good at lowering blood pressure as a hypertension drug. 

· Lowering high blood and cholesterol reduces the risk of heart attack, stroke and kidney failure. Drinking hibiscus tea has also been found to be beneficial for people with kidney problems as it acts as a natural diuretic.

                [image: ]

Recipe:

· 48 ounces of water

· 3 Tablespoon Hibiscus flowers (organically grown)

· 2 cinnamon sticks (optional)

· 1/8 cup sugar or other sweetener (optional – it is already a little sweet)

· 1 small orange sliced, (to make it look pretty and add a little citrus flavor)

· Ice to serve (also optional – I like mine at room temperature)

· I lemon cut in wedges



· Bring water to light boil, turn off heat add the hibiscus flowers (optional: for extra spice and nutrients add the cinnamon sticks.) 

· Cover and steep for 20 minutes. Strain tea into desired container, add sugar and orange slices and serve over ice. Garnish each glass with a lemon slice

· Note: when using herbs in tea making, longer is not better. Heating the herbs for extended time can release unfavorable qualities and bitterness. The key is to add more herbs to strengthen the flavor

Organic hibiscus can be purchased locally from Roberts’s in Fairfax (by Trader Joes).
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